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Agnes C. Laut
Jn “Give America the Whole Truth,” startles us with revelation 
after revelation of Germany’s dirty work in the United States 
and Mexico—to breed strife, make America her vassal, gain a 
friend at the peace conference, inspire and muzzle the public press, 
interfere with the manufacture of munitions, and in other ways 
make America her dupe and fool. Miss Laut writes out of inside 
knowledge. She amazes us with her access to hidden things. 
“Give the facts to the public,’’ she concludes, “the American 
voter will do the rest.”

Miss Laut Is a Canadian living In New York Her genius, 
her vivid, virile style, her Intimate acquaintance with those In 
high places, her mental breadth—these and other qualifications 
make publishers everywhere keen for her work. It Is a verit
able triumph for MACLEAN’S to have secured the series of 
war articles which she Is now contributing to this magasine.

Arthur Stringer
Begins In the June number a humorous, vriilmsteal and wholesome 
romance, "The Anatomy of Love." Never has this versatile Canadian 
excelled this new story of his. MACLEAN’S 
Is fortunate In securing the first rights to 
this superlatively good story for Canadians.
Have regard also for these other distin
guished Canadian writers whose work ap
pears In the June MACLEAN'S.

Arthur E. McFarlane
contributes a mystifying detective story, 
"Behind the Bolted Door?"—tlie best de
tective story since Sherlock Holmes.

Robt. W. Service
provides two poems writ
ten at the front — "The 
Odyssey of'Erbert ’Igglns" 
and "The Convalescent."

Alan Sullivan
supplies a timely sketch. 
“The Romance of Cobalt" 
—a sketch of the camp, 
past, present and future.Macleans

MAGAZINE is getting the best Canadian writers to put their best 
work into articles and stories of particular Canadian interest. 
This is a deliberate policy on the part of MACLEAN’S publishers. 
Other Canadian writers of note whose work appears in MacLean's 
are:

Stephen Leacock Nellie MeClaag Arnot Cralek
L. M. Montgomery H. F. Oadsby Robert I. Pinkerton

Not the least appreciated feature of MACLEAN’S is its popular 
Review of Reviews Department, which condenses for busy readers 
the cream of the world’s best periodical literature.

MACLEAN’S MAGAZINE maintains a clean and wholesome 
tone. Its advertising pages are censored to exclude all objec
tionable advertising. MACLEAN'S ran be taken Into your 
home without any hesitancy, to he read by any member of 
your family.

JUNE NUMBER AT ALL 
NEWS STANDS 15c

If any advertisement interests you, tear it out now and place with letter» to be answered.


